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Foreword 

This Brief artistic and historical guide published by the Superintendence for the Historic, Artistic and 

Ethno-Anthropological Heritage and for the Museum Group of the City of Rome, is intended to offer 

the many visitors to the National Museum of Castel Sant'Angelo a slim useful guide that will help them 

get to know this monument and its collection, steering them away from that devastating principle of 

"hit and run" tourism towards an in-depth visit of the site and inspiring them to seek a greater under-

standing of the past while, at the same time, discovering a new way of approaching it. 

And visitors in search of the past will certainly find that Caste! Sant'Ange!o has a long and inter-

esting story to tell. It begins with its celebrated origins as a mausoleum for Emperor Hadrian and his 

family and continues with the transformations that took place under the popes who turned it into an 

impregnable fortress and then into a sumptuous residence; it also touches upon the religious meaning 

linked to the appearance of the Archangel Michael on the summit of the building that ended the plague 

as well as to the pilgrim routes leading to St Peter's Basilica, and the building's use as a barracks and 

prison in Napoleonic times and at the very beginning of Italian unification followed by the establish-

ment of the museum in 1925. 

The Brief artistic and historical guide, written with elegance and expertise by Maria Grazia Bernar-

dini, the museum's director, accompanies the public on this voyage of discovery, taking visitors by the 

hand as they embark upon different routes to explore the monument and its collections; the handy 

layouts are designed to allow visitors to personalize their visit at will and create their own unique in-

depth experience. 

The guide, which uses the new graphic layout adopted by the Superintendence, is the first in a new 

series that has been created to illustrate the museums and monuments managed by the board. We hope 

it will have the success it deserves and wish the visitors using it an enjoyable journey through a story 

mingling both past and present.

Rossella Vodret 

Superintendent for the Historic, Artistic and Ethno-Anthropological Heritage 
andfor the Museum Group of the City of Rome 
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National Museum of Castel Sant'Angelo 

Castel Sant'Angelo is one of Rome's most iconic monuments. Its strategic location and over a 

thousand years of history have placed it at the heart of the city's life. Majestic mausoleum evoking the 

grandeur of the Roman empire, defensive citadel against barbarians or rioters, the magnificent abode 

and fortress of popes, dark and gloomy prison, and ideal setting for operas. 

Today's castle is the result of extensive rebuilding and additions that have profoundly transformed 

its shape and original structure, making it difficult to comprehend a layout that is further obscured by a 

maze of rooms, ramps, corridors, courtyards, terraces, stairways, echoing halls and small chambers, and 

chapels. This labyrinth-like interior is part of what makes Castel Sant'Angelo so fascinating: the visit 

goes from the evocative ramp formerly used for funeral processions to Renaissance courtyards, from 

bleak prisons to splendid frescoed halls, and from the depths of the sepulchral celia to the roof terrace 

with its splendid vista of Rome.

Ya 
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The history of the monument 

Publius Aelius Hadrianus, Trajan's adopted son, was Roman emperor from 117 to 138: erudite 

and noble, strong and austere, a valiant soldier as well as a shrewd politician, Hadrian was a lover 

of art, painting, music, philosophy and literature, and the period of his rule is considered one of the 

gold ages in the history of the Roman empire. The mausoleum that he built for himself and his family 

resembled the nearby tomb of Augustus, whose remains of which can be admired in Piazza Augusto 

Imperatore. The site where Hadrian decided to build his magnificent tomb was an isolated spot by the 

ager Vaticanus, on the far bank of the Tiber, outside the heart of the city. A bridge, the Pons Aelius, was 

built at the same time as the monument, linking the site to the city and making its isolation a purely 

logistical factor. Over the years the tomb was extensively transformed, adapted and defaced, making 

it impossible to reconstruct its original appearance, in particular, the part above the cylinder. Historic 

sources show that the tomb was built on three levels consisting of two superimposed cylindrical struc-

tures standing on a square base surrounded by a bronze enclosure. The external walls of the base, which 

was approximately 15m high, were clad in marble panels separated by pilaster strips and decorated with 

friezes, some fragments of which are on display in the rooms of the museum; bronze statues, possibly 

imported from Greece, stood on its four corners. The large cylindrical structure, which was also faced 

with travertine overlaid with marble, was surmounted by a series of statues that were destroyed over 

the centuries and an earthern tumulus planted with trees. In the centre stood a small temple, the cella 

holding the remains of the emperor, which bore a quadriga. 

The mausoleum was joined to the city by the Pons Aelius, a bridge richly decorated with statues that 

was built for Hadrian. It was used as an imperial tomb for many years and it is said that the last emperor 

to be buried there was Caracalla in 217. 

From the time of Aurelian onwards (271) it underwent extensive and complex transformations, as 

well as acts of vandalism that stripped the great mausoleum of all its bronze and marble decorations. 

Aurelian included the monument in the 19-km long walls built to defend his city from barbarian inva-

sions, transforming it into a impregnable fortress by adding battlements with slits and crenellations to 

the square base and building walls that joined the parapets to the budge 

In the 4th century, during the papacy of Pope Sylvester Constantine built St Peter's Basilica on the 

site of the apostles martyrdom not far from Hadrian's tomb drawing a flow of pilgrims to the area and 

causing a hamlet to spring up in the vicinity. It became known as the Leonine citadel after Pope Leo 

IV (852) had the settlement surrounded by defensive walls in response to a series of attacks 

The first phase of maj or rebuilding took place under Boniface IX (1389-1404): the celia on the top 
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was reinforced and turned into a square tower, a ditch was dug around the cylindrical structure and 

the terrace on top of the square base was demolished to make the inner ward even more inaccessible. 

The appearance of the monument was radically transformed during a second phase of work that 

took place under Nicholas V (1447-55), involving the construction of four bastions at the corner of the 

complex and a papal residence of modest dimensions on top of the cylinder abutting the central tower. 

This project was part of an extensive town-planning scheme involving the construction of high walls that 

would transform the Borgo district into a "papal citadel". The work begun by Nicholas V was completed 

under Alexander VI who surrounded the towers by bastions and built a tower in front of the bridge, joined 

the two front bastions by means of a high wall and dug an additional ditch around the entire complex, 

rebuilt the Passetto, or walkway joining the fortress to the Vatican, added crenellarions to the top of the 

cylinder and enlarged the papal residence in the upper part of the castle. 

The complex was by now an extraordinary fortress: Pope Paul III devoted himself to transforming 

it into a magnificent residence, building a second apartment that extended from the Loggia ofJulius 

LIto the other side of the terrace, where a second loggia was added, the Loggia ofPaul III, and calling 

upon the leading artists of the time to decorate it with stuccoes and frescoes. The popes in the fol-
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Master of the Bird's Wing (active in Rome 1546-1553). Side view of Castel SantAngeto, 
burin engraving (copy after Enea Vico) 
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Johann Wilhelm Wilhelm Srör (Nuremberg, active 1727-1755). Reconstruction of Hadriani Mauso- 
Zeum and the Elio bridge (afieriB Fischer von Er/ac/s. Entwuffeiner Historischen Architectur, 
Vienna 1721) 

lowing centuries made only minimal changes, meaning that Castel Sant'Angelo had by now acquired 

its definitive appearance, although several major works were carried out on the exterior. For example, 

Pius IV erected pentagonal ramparts with five bastions extending to the rear of the building in a star-

shaped layout, while Urban VIII had the tower by the bridge demolished and the entire area in front 

of the castle re-arranged. In 1699, Pope Clement IX had the bridge refurbished and decorated with 

statues by Giovan Lorenzo Bernini. 

In 1870 the monument became the property of the Italian State and was used as a barracks and mili-

tary prison. It was not until 1925, after the establishment of the museum, that the work of restoration 

began, works and collections were purchased and rooms were converted into exhibition spaces.

17 



Emperor Hadrian's mausoleum 
the Roman cylinder, dromos, spiral ramp and Chamber of the Urns 

As visitors enter the museum they  

are immediately met by an imposing 

cylinder 64m in diameter and approxi-

mately

 

sepulchre, its majesty can be admired 

	

from the Ambulatory of Bonface IX and	 - 

	

the Marcia Ronda, the wall-walk running	 - 

round the ramparts joining the four bas-  

tions. This tower, which represents the 

second level of the mausoleum, was for-  

merly faced with travertine and marble  

	

slabs that have been destroyed over the 	 .-

centuries. Alexander VI (1492-1503)
 

	

had it crowned with a high parapet on 	 -  

	

a series of small brick arches resting on 	 -	 t	 -	 - --

top of marble corbels, which represented  

one of the most important additions.
 

The façade bears a huge papal coat and 

	

arms flanked by figures of 'Hunger" that 	 -	 -	 - 
1-111	 I	 --." 

	

was chiselled away by Napoleonic troops	 -- -
MW 

in 1798. 

	

The main itinerary starts at the dro-	 -	 -,	 -, 
mos, the entrance to the imperial tomb. 

lead	
Roman cylinder

Iron stairs lean to the atrium displaying 

a model showing a hypothetical recon- 

struction of the mausoleum on the left; the niche at the end formerly held a colossal statue of Hadrian, 

now in the Vatican Museum. On the right is the long spiral ramp formerly used by the funeral proces-

sions, which gently rises to the upper level, making a complete turn, and is diametrically crossed by the 

another ramp, named diametrical ramp, leading to the Chamber of the Urns. The floor of the ramp 

18
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Dromos 

still has traces of the ancient mosaic decoration 

while the walls, probably once clad with mar-

ble veneer, are made of skilfully laid brickwork. 

The vaulted ceiling, which may once have been 

decorated with stuccoes, has a series of air shafts, 

the last one of which bears a sign identifying it, 

probably wrongly, as the prison of San Marocco or 

Sammalo. Halfway along the ramp is the lofty se-

pulchral cella known as the Chamber ofthe Urns, 
which has a 1 Om-high ceiling. The rear wall and

two side walls have two large arched niches and 

two slanted openings admitting light. Today the 

loss of the marble veneer and the addition of the 

bridge crossing the space make it hard to imagine 

the former splendour of this room. The Chamber 

is situated exactly at the centre of the mausoleum; 

above it, on the upper levels, are the Hall ofJustice, 
the Treasury and the Round Hall. 

The itinerary continues along the ramp to the 

Courtyard of the Angel. 

The Spiral Ramp
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